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Ch: EVOLUTION OF LAND FORM. (NOTE) 

KARST TOPOGRAPHY. Any limestone or dolomitic region showing typical landforms 

produced by the action of groundwater through the processes of solution and 

deposition is called Karst topography after the typical topography developed in 

limestone rocks of Karst region in the Balkans adjacent to Adriatic Sea. 

 
Pools, Sinkholes, Lapis and Limestone Pavements 

Small to medium sized round to sub-rounded shallow depressions called swallow 

holes form on the surface of lime stones through solution. 

Sinkholes are very common in limestone/karst areas. A sinkhole is an opening more 

or less circular at the top and funnel-shaped towards the bottom with sizes varying in 

area from a few sq. m to a hectare and with depth from a less than half a metre to 

thirty metres or more. The term doline is sometimes used to refer the collapse sinks. 

Solution sinks are more common than collapse sinks. Quite often the surface run-off 

simply goes down swallow and sink holes and flow as underground streams and re-

emerge at a distance downstream through a cave opening. When sinkholes and 

dolines join because of slumping of materials along their margins or due to roof 

collapse of caves, long, narrow to wide trenches called valley sinks or Uvula’s form. 

Gradually, most of the surface of the limestone is eaten away by these pits and 

Trenches, leaving it extremely irregular with a maze of points, grooves and ridges or 

lapies. Especially, these ridges or lapies form due to differential solution activity 

along parallel to subparallel joints. The lapie field may eventually turn into somewhat 

smooth limestone pavements. 

Caves 

 
In areas where there are alternating beds of rocks with limestone or dolomites in 

between or in areas where, limestone are dense, massive and occurring as thick beds, 

cave formation is prominent. Water percolates down either through the materials or 



through cracks and joints and moves horizontally along bedding planes. It is along 

these bedding planes that the limestone dissolves and long and narrow to wide gaps 

called caves 
 


